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Venusian Script
This document was handed over to the contactee George Adamski (author of "Inside the Spaceships" and "Flying saucers have landed") in 1953 during one of his encounters with Venusians.
According to Omnec, the Venusian Orthon is, like Odin, her uncle.
In the nineties, this script reached Germany. At the request of a friend, Eberhard von Hagen,
Omnec wrote her interpretation of the Venusian letter and made it available to the participants of
lectures and workshops from that point on.
After I asked the George Adamski Foundation about the authenticity of this document in February 2010, I got the confirmation that this letter is real, that it exists and that its original author
also provided its accurate translation. To my next email asking for more information, I did not
receive an answer, and I did not follow up.
Please form your own opinion and feel for yourself if the script and (or) Omnecs translation is
of any value for you.
In one of the lower paragraphs Omnec mentions that she was not allowed to pass on a piece of
information, because it was about the sources of power the Venusians were using. Today, Omnec
describes this source of energy as "resonating magnetic energy".

Anja C.R. Schäfer, 2011
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Interpretation of Venusian Script given to George Adamski in 1953
by the Venusian Orthon
Translated by Omnec Onec on 4/16/1993

From: Odin who represents a long
history of Venusians
To: Our Friend of Mount Palomar

I, Odin represent all 12 planets in this vast Solar
System of Ich, Odin, which you know only a
small part

Dear Representative of our Earth Brothers
and our main Earth Contact for the Brotherhood of the Planets,
to you I speak for all beings in our vast universe. We came out of a belief, that Earth was in
danger, because you were experimenting with Radar Beams.
Only to find that indeed Earth is in danger and it is complicated by so many different peoples,
all who lack understanding of themselves and certainly know little about other worlds. It will
indeed be a great task and take a long time and a great deal of love to conquer these misunderstandings.
We would love to share all we know with you, however we can only try to change the way
mankind sees himself and the Earth, before the masses can ever understand or be trusted
with the knowledge we wish to share with you.
For it is indeed your heritages just as it belongs to us, so it is for all living beings. We entrust
this message with you because of our deep spiritual understanding and respect for our
worlds and the peoples of all the Solar Systems yet to be discovered by you of Earth.
We feel compelled to love and guide you out of responsibility for the first colonies brought
here, eons ago for you, a short while for us.
Soon one will be among you and will help, it will be one of our own. To help you understand
this message – which cannot be understood till this time, because our language is only symbols of our thoughts and not script as you know or understand. Preserve this message for the
key to balance and the new way of life, which is the old way for us, will be yours.
[Here I can’t translate because it is the source of Powers and even as simple as it is, it is not
the proper time to reveal this – as it will be misused. So I shall continue with the ending of the
message (note by Omnec Onec)] 1
As we are all linked in spirit and by Divine rights share the same worlds our Supreme one
provided, to own nothing but our Souls. We are all visitors in these worlds and Galaxies to
learn and help these creations never to end, but exist forever as the One Divine Being
planned. We are all a part of this plan and have a great part to provide these truths to all
henceforth. Love is the only power we can heal with and all ye give returns tenfold. Walk in
the light always and share that light with the world that darkness cannot take over.
One is a beginning, let it be you. Save your Home Earth!
Blessings
Odin of Venus
and the Brotherhood of Planets
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See preliminary note on page 1
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